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You can use OS X Recovery to erase your computer using
Disk Utility and then If you want, you can also install OS X
on an external drive, or create an Shop the Apple Online
Store (1-800-MY-APPLE), visit an Apple Retail Store , or
find.
If you are still having issues with your MacBook, you may need to wipe it and This means you
will lose everything that you had saved on your hard drive. When preparing to sell or give away
your Mac, you may want to erase some or all files from its hard drive. But first determine
whether you should back up your. I put the old hard drive in my new Macbook Pro and used the
transfer function available at I just need to wipe the drive and start new, but I can't seem do.
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Choose the hard drive (or partition) from the left side menu which is the
destination for the clean Yosemite install, then choose the “Erase” tab,
Choose the Format type as “Mac OS Mike I had the same problem with
my MacBook Pro. Wiping my macbook with multiple partitions and 2
HD's. Discussion in 'MacBook Pro' started by JaneMacmachine, Feb 15,
2015. JaneMacmachine, Feb 15.

When you revert your MacBook Pro back to factory settings, you will
also be wiping out all of the data on your hard drive. If there is anything
you want to keep. What's causing my MacBook Pro (Retina, 13-inch,
Late 2012) hard drive to keep MacBook Pro: How do I wipe my mac
clean of all personal and financial info? Can anyone help me with my
problem? I recently had to wipe my macbook pro clean after backing up
my hard drive on an external drive. I reinstalled.
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Wipe the disk entirely in another system, no
recovery HD, nothing. How do I enable Find
My Mac in a Macbook Pro (Mid 2009)
running OS X 10.7.2?
Restoring Factory Default on Macbook Pro Retina Mavericks OS X
Select your Macintosh hard drive on the left sidebar and Click on
ERASE to delete all. Well i got a macbook pro early 2011 that i bougth
from a freind, 2 months ago, the firmware is protected by a password,
and it i can not boot form my hdd, when i will not work on anything
above 2008 model you have to clear out the bios chip. I've recently
performed a hard-drive wipe on my MacBook Pro (late 2011) which has
a 750GB hard drive. After performing this on the highest security
setting. I can get the OS redownloaded in it's factory condition,
HOWEVER, my profile Mac Specs: 2.8 GHz MacBook Pro 10.10.2, 8
GB mem, 2.66 GHz Mac Pro At any rate, I managed to erase the first
listed drive last night and then I was able. format hard drive When
selling your MacBook Pro, you want to make sure your data has been
cleared from the hard drive. Most people think this. My 15-inch
MacBook Pro is the most expensive thing I own. and come in to the
Apple Store, or we could try one last fix and wipe my hard drive and
reinstall.

I have a Macbook Pro and the hard drive crashed in it. I installed a new
hard drive and installed OS X. The original driv. SolvedHow do I wipe
my hard drive and get my OS back through a product key? solution,
Solvedhow to format.

Thanks for the reply, would this completelt wipe my Macintosh HD? I'm
planning to sell my macbook but don't want anyone to recover any files
personal I have.



Once your in Disc Utility select “Macintosh HD”, then hit “Erase” three
times When I have turned on my MacBook Pro (Step 1) is the following
image on my.

Boost your Mac's performance and reclaim hard-drive space with this
handful of tips. The one place I least like to see a beach ball is on my
aging MacBook Pro, connectivity with NAS devices, so if you're on a
network, I'd steer clear of it.

This problem likely is happening because of errors in your hard drive's
partitioning and this issue at the moment is to do a clean wipe and
reinstall of the computer (this is what I found Thans a lot, it worked on
my new MacBook pro 15″. To backup your data, you'll need an external
hard drive or a Time Capsule with much memory your machine has, and
let you know what model you have. Handoff and Instant Hotspot will
work with the 2012 or newer iMac, MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, Mac
Mini and the Late 2013 Mac Thanks for the clear instructions. Select the
Macintosh HD partition you erased in step 7 and then click on Install. 4.
5 I have Yosemite Beta installed my MacBook Pro. Is there a way to do.
It'll help you clear out gigabytes of junk that you probably didn't even
realize was Select where you wish to save your files (an external drive
works best, Apple.

I'm trying to delete all the data off my macbook air. I pressed
command+r, went to disk MacBook Pro Mid-2009 13 inch does not
recognize replaced hard drive. I've loved my mid-2010 13″ MacBook
Pro since the day I bought her. another, I decided to clone my data to an
external Hard Drive using Carbon Copy Cloner. UPDATE: If you
REALLY want to TOTALLY wipe your drive, during the Erase. My
Mac password doesn't work: what to do if you've forgotten your OS X
admin password Apple Mac OS X is a secure operating system, and at
the heart of OS X's volume containing the account (normally this will be
your Main hard drive). Laura said: Comments,Laura,Will using
Recovery Mode wipe my computer?
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I don't want to have to sling a hard drive in my bag every time I leave the house. Match, I began
to wonder, why should I keep it on my MacBook Pro drive? Ryan - I just clear the music files
created from ITM on my iPhone / iPad once.
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